The p-cohomology of an algebraic variety in characteristic p lies naturally in the category D b c (R) of coherent complexes of graded modules over the Raynaud ring (Ekedahl-Illusie-Raynaud). We study homological algebra in this category. When the base field is finite, our results provide relations between the the absolute cohomology groups of algebraic varieties, log varieties, algebraic stacks, etc. and the special values of their zeta functions. These results provide compelling evidence that D b c (R) is the correct target for p-cohomology in characteristic p.
Introduction
Each of the usual cohomology theories X H j (X , r) on algebraic varieties arises from a functor RΓ taking values in a triangulated category D equipped with a t-structure and a Tate twist N N(r). The heart of D has a tensor structure and, in particular, an identity object 1 1. The cohomology theory satisfies
and there is an absolute cohomology theory H j abs (X , r) ≃ Hom D(k) (1 1, RΓ(X )(r) [ j] ).
(see, for example, Deligne 1994, §3) . * Partly supported by NSF and Graduate Research Board (UMD) Let k be a base field of characteristic p. For the ℓ-adicétale cohomology, D is the category of bounded constructible Z ℓ -complexes (Ekedahl 1990 ). For the p-cohomology, it is the category D b c (R) of coherent complexes of graded modules over the Raynaud ring. This category was defined in Illusie and Raynaud 1983 , and its properties were developed in Ekedahl 1984 Ekedahl , 1985 Ekedahl , 1986 . We study homological algebra in this category and, when k is finite, we prove relations between Exts and zeta functions.
Let On tensoring P with Q and forming the associated simple complex, we obtain a bounded complex sP Q whose cohomology groups H j (sP Q ) are F-isocrystals over k. We define the zeta function Z(P,t) of P to be the alternating product of the characteristic polynomials of F a acting on these F-isocrystals. It lies in Q p (t).
Attached to each P in D b c (R), there is a bounded complex R 1 ⊗ L R P of graded k-vector spaces whose cohomology groups have finite dimension. The Hodge numbers h i, j (P) of P are defined to be the dimensions of the k-vector spaces H j (R 1 ⊗ L R P) i . Finally, we let RHom(−, −) denote the internal Hom in D b c (R).
THEOREM 0.1. Let M, N ∈ D b c (R) and let P = RHom(M, N) . Let r ∈ Z, and assume that q r is not a multiple root of the minimum polynomial of F a acting on H j (sP Q ) for any integer j.
(a) The groups Ext j (M, N(r) ) are finitely generated Z p -modules, and the alternating sum of their ranks is zero. (b) The zeta function Z(P,t) of P has a pole at t = q −r of order
, N(r))).
(c) The cohomology groups of the complex E(M, N(r) ) are finite, and the alternating product of their orders χ(M, N(r)) satisfies lim t→q −r Z(P,t) · (1 − q r t)
where χ(P, r) = ∑ i, j (i≤r) (−1) i+ j (r − i) · h i, j (P).
Here | · | p is the p-adic valuation, normalized so that |p r m n | −1 p = p r if m and n are prime to p.
We identify the identity object of THEOREM 0.2. Assume that q r is not a multiple root of the minimum polynomial of F a acting on H j (sM(X ) Q ) for any j. (a) The groups H j abs (X , Z p (r)) are finitely generated Z p -modules, and the alternating sum of their ranks is zero. (b) The zeta function Z(M(X ),t) of M(X ) has a pole at t = q −r of order
(c) The cohomology groups of the complex E(X , r) are finite, and the alternating product of their orders χ(X , Z p (r)) satisfies lim t→q −r
Z(M(X ),t) · (1 − q r t)
Let X be a smooth projective variety over k, and let M(X ) = RΓ(X ,W Ω • X ). Then H j (sM(X ) Q ) = H j crys (X /W ) Q and H j abs (X , Z p (r)) is the group H j (X , Z p (r)) defined in (4.1) below. Moreover, the zeta function and the Hodge numbers of M(X ) agree with those of X , and so, in this case, Theorem 0.2 becomes the p-part of the main theorem of Milne 1986 . See p.26 below. Remarks 0.3. Let ζ (P, s) = Z(P, q −s ), s ∈ C. Then ρ is the order of the pole of ζ (P, s) at s = r, and
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Outline of the article
In §1 and §3 we review some of the basic theory of the category D b c (R) (Ekedahl, Illusie, Raynaud) , and in §2 we prove a relation between the numerical invariants of an object of D b c (R). In §4 begin the study of the homological algebra of D b c (R), and in §5 we take the ground field to be finite and prove Theorem 0.1. In the final section we study applications of Theorem 0.1 to algebraic varieties.
Notations
Throughout, k is a perfect field of characteristic p = 0, and W is the ring of Witt vectors over k. As usual, σ denotes the automorphism of W inducing a → a p modulo p. We use a bar to denote base change to an algebraic closurek of k. For example,W denotes the Witt vectors overk. We use ≃ to denote a canonical, or specific, isomorphism.
Coherent complexes of graded R-modules
In this section, we review some definitions and results of Ekedahl, Illusie, and Raynaud, for which Illusie 1983 is a convenient reference.
1.1. The Raynaud ring is the graded W -algebra R = R 0 ⊕ R 1 generated by F and V in degree 0 and d in degree 1, subject to the relations
In other words, R 0 is the Dieudonné ring W σ [F,V ] and R is generated as an R 0 -algebra by a single element d of degree 1 satisfying (4). For m ≥ 1,
1.2. To give a graded R-module M = i∈Z M i is the same as giving a complex 
(denoted by R Hom R in Illusie 1983 , 2.6.2, and Ekedahl 1986 , p.8, and by RHom R in Ekedahl 1985 ).
1.3. A graded R-module is said to be elementary (Illusie 1983, 2.2.2, p.30) if it is one of the following two types.
Type I The module is concentrated in degree zero, finitely generated over W , and V is topologically nilpotent on it. In other words, it is a W σ [F,V ]-module whose p-torsion submodule has finite length over W , and whose torsion-free quotient is finitely generated and free over W with slopes lying in the interval [0, 1[. Type II The module is isomorphic to
for some l ∈ Z. Here F (resp. V ) acts as zero on U 0 l (resp. U 1 l ), and dV n should be interpreted as
with F acting as zero. When l ≥ 0, U 1 l consists of the formal sums
and when l < 0, U 1 l consists of the formal sums
1.4. A graded R-module M is said to be coherent if it admits a finite filtration M ⊃ · · · ⊃ 0 whose quotients are degree shifts of elementary modules (i.e., of the form M{n} with M elementary and n ∈ Z). Coherent R-modules need not be noetherian or artinian-the object U 0 is obviously neither.
1.5. A complex M of R-modules is said to be coherent if it is bounded with coherent cohomology. Let D b c (R) denote the full subcategory of D(R) consisting of coherent complexes. Ekedahl has given a criterion for a complex to lie in D b c (R), from which it follows that D b c (R) is a triangulated subcategory of D(R); in particular, the coherent modules form an abelian subcategory of Mod(R) closed under extensions (Illusie 1983, 2.4.8) . In more detail (ibid. 2.4), define a graded R • -module to be a projective system 
On the other hand, the functor sending a graded R-module M to the 1.7. Following Illusie 1983, 2.1, we view a complex of graded R-modules 
In this diagram, the squares commute, the vertical differentials commute with F and V , and the horizontal differentials satisfy FdV = d. The cohomology modules of M are obtained by passing to the cohomology in the columns:
In other words, for a complex
is the bicomplex with
and with the appropriate sign changes on the differentials.
1.8. With any complex M of graded R-modules, there is an associated simple complex sM of W -modules with
The functor s extends to a functor s :
, then sM is a perfect complex of W -modules (Illusie 1983, p.34 ).
1.9. For a coherent complex M of graded R-modules, the filtration of sM by the first degree defines a spectral sequence
called the slope spectral sequence. The slope spectral sequence degenerates at E 1 modulo torsion and at E 2 modulo W -modules of finite length. In particular, for r ≥ 2, E i j r is a finitely generated W -module of rank equal to that of H j (M) i /torsion. This was proved by Bloch 1977 and Illusie and Raynaud 1983 for the complex M = RΓ(X ,W Ω • X ) attached to a smooth complete variety X , and by Ekedahl for a general M (see Illusie 1983 , 2.5.4). 
Let
consisting of bounded complexes whose cohomology modules are F-isocrystals is triangulated.
1.11. Let M be a complex of graded R-modules with only nonnegative first degrees, and let F ′ act on M i, j as p i F. The condition FdV = d implies that pFd = dF, and so both differentials in the diagram (6) commute with the action of
. From the degeneration of the slope spectral sequence at E 1 , we get isomorphisms
for M ∈ D b c (R). This can also be written 2
1.12. A domino N is a graded R-module that admits a finite filtration N ⊃ · · · ⊃ 0 whose quotients are elementary of type II. Let N be elementary of type II, say
Let N be a domino, and suppose that N admits a filtration of length l(N) with elementary quotients. Induction on l(N) shows that (a) the map V : N 0 → N 0 is injective with cokernel of dimension l(N) (as a k-vector space) and F|N 0 is nilpotent; (b) the map F : N 1 → N 1 is surjective with kernel of dimension l(N) and V |N 1 is nilpotent. Therefore the number of quotients in such a filtration is independent of the filtration, and equals the common dimension of the k-vector spaces N 0 /V and of Ker F : N 1 → N 1 . This number is called the dimension of N.
K where the sum if over pairs (i, j) with i + j = n. Our assumption on M says that i ≥ 0, and so only 
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The homomorphism of W -modules d :
When M is coherent, the lower row in (12) is an R-module admitting a finite filtration whose quotients are of the form U l {−i}; in other words, (lower row){i} is a domino (Illusie 1983 , 2.5.2).
1.14. The heart of a graded R-module M is the graded R 0 -module
is finitely generated as a W -module; moreover, Z i /V −∞ Z i and F ∞ B i /B i are of finite length, and so
EXAMPLE 1.15. Let X be a smooth variety over a perfect field k.
X −→ · · · is a sheaf of graded R-modules on X for the Zariski topology. On applying RΓ to this complex, we get a complex RΓ(X ,W Ω • X ) of graded R-modules, which we regard as a bicomplex with (i, j)th term RΓ(X ,W Ω i X ) j . When we replace each vertical complex with its cohomology, the jth row of the bicomplex becomes
The complex RΓ(X ,W Ω • X ) is bounded and complete (Illusie 1983, 2.4) , and becomes RΓ(X , Ω • X ) when tensored with R 1 , and so
(ibid. 1.3.5), and the slope spectral sequence (8) becomes
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The numerical invariants of a coherent complex
Definition of the invariants
Let M be a coherent graded R-module. The dimension of the domino attached to d :
It is equal to the number of quotients of the form U l {−i} (varying l) in a filtration of M with elementary quotients.
LEMMA 2.1. For a coherent graded R-module,
PROOF. It suffices to prove this for an elementary graded R-module M. If M is elementary of type I, then V is topologically nilpotent on it, and so when we invert V , M becomes 0; this agrees with Ekedahl (1986, p.14) defines the slope numbers of M to be
where X p-tors denotes the torsion submodule of X regarded as a W -module. Set
Ekedahl (ibid., p.85) defines the Hodge-Witt numbers of M to be
(see also Illusie 1983, 6.3) . Note that the invariants m i, j (M) and
In particular (see 1.6), h
EXAMPLE 2.2. We compute these invariants for certain
which is an F-isocrystal of slope λ = s/r with multiplicity m = r. As the dominoes attached to the H j (M) i are obviously all zero, we see that
where λ is the unique slope of the
and m is its multiplicity. (c) Suppose that
It follows that the only nonzero Hodge-Witt numbers are
Weighted Hodge-Witt Euler characteristics
where
The sum in (17) is over the pairs of integers (i, j) such that i ≤ r, and the first sum in (18) is over the integers j. In the second sum in (18), (λ i, j,l ) l is the family of slopes (with multiplicities) of the F-isocrystal H j (M) i K and the sum is over the triples
and the second term in (18) equals
and so h i. j
PROOF. The distinguished triangle gives rise to an exact sequence of graded R-modules
with only finitely many nonzero terms. It suffices to show that m and T are additive on short exact sequences
of coherent graded R-modules. But m i j (M) depends only onK ⊗ W M whereK is the field of fractions ofW , and the sequence (19) splits when tensored withK. The additivity of T follows from the description of T i in Lemma 2.1.
PROOF. The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.5 applies.
✷
Proof of Theorem 2.3
The numbers do not change under extension of the base field, and so we may suppose that k is algebraically closed. First note that, if
and (17) holds for M ′ and M ′′ , then it holds for M (apply 2.5 and 2.6).
A complex M in D b c (R) has only finitely many nonzero cohomology groups, and each has a finite filtration whose quotients are elementary graded R-modules. By using induction on the sum of the lengths of the shortest such filtrations, one sees that it suffices to prove the formula for a complex M having only one nonzero cohomology module, which is a degree shift of an elementary graded R-module, i.e., we may assume M = H j 0 (M) = N{−i 0 } where N is elementary.
Assume that N is elementary of type I. If N is torsion, then both sides are zero. We may suppose that N is a Dieudonne module of slope λ ∈ [0, 1[ with multiplicity m (because N is isogenous to a direct sum of such modules -recall that k is algebraically closed). In this case (see 2.2b), the only nonzero Hodge-Witt invariants of M are
Both sides of (17) are zero if r ≤ i 0 , and so we may suppose that r > i 0 . Then the left hand side (17) is
On the other hand, the isocrystal
K is an isocrystal with slope λ of multiplicity m, and so
If N is of type II, i.e., H j 0 (M) = U l {−i 0 }, then T i 0 , j 0 = 1 is the only non-zero T -invariant (see 2.2c), and so
The nonzero h W -invariants are
from which (17) follows by an elementary calculation.
ASIDE 2.7. Here is an alternative proof of Theorem 2.3. Let
The contribution of T i 0 , j 0 to this sum is (−1) i 0 + j 0 T i 0 , j 0 if i 0 = r − 1 and 0 otherwise. Therefore
For an F-crystal P, let
. From the degeneration of the slope spectral sequence (1.9) at E 1 modulo torsion, we find that
From this, it follows that
where h n λ is the multiplicity of λ as a slope of H n (sM) (cf. Illusie 1983, 6 .2). Using these two statements, we find that
On adding (21) and (22), we obtain (17).
Weighted Hodge Euler characteristics
Following Ekedahl (1986, p.14), we define the Hodge numbers of an M in D b c (R) to be 
PROOF. We have We review some constructions from Ekedahl 1985.
The internal tensor product
Let M and N be graded R-modules. Ekedahl (1985, p.69) 
in which the following relations hold:
Regard W as a graded R-module concentrated in degree zero with F acting as σ . Then
and so W plays the role of the identity object 1 1.
See Ekedahl 1985, I, 4.8; Illusie 1983 , 2.6.1.10. c (R) 14
The internal Hom
For graded R-modules M, N, we let Hom d (M, N) denote the set of graded R-homomorphisms M → N of degree d, and we let Hom
• (M, N) = d Hom d (M
, N). Let R R denote the ring R regarded as a graded left R-module. The internal Hom of two graded R-modules M, N is
This graded Z p -module becomes a graded R-module thanks to the right action of R on R R, and Hom derives to a bifunctor 
RHom(W, N)
(25) ≃ R Hom • ( R R, N) ≃ N (26) R Hom(W, RHom(M, N)) ≃ R Hom(M, N).(27)
(isomorphisms in D b c (R) and D(Z p ) respectively). Ekedahl shows that
) and that
and so his criterion (see 1 
The perfect site
An S-scheme U is perfect if its absolute Frobenius map F abs : U (1/p) → U is an isomorphism. The perfection T pf of an S-scheme T is the limit of the projective system T F abs ←− T (1/p) F abs ←− · · · . The scheme T pf is perfect, and for any perfect S-scheme U , the canonical map T pf → T defines an isomorphism
Let Pf/S denote the category of perfect affine schemes over S. A perfect group scheme over S is a representable functor Pf/S → Gp. For any affine group scheme G over S, the functor U G(U ) : Pf/S → Gp is a perfect group scheme represented by G pf . We say that a perfect group scheme is algebraic if it is represented by an algebraic S-scheme.
Let S denote the category of sheaves of commutative groups on (Pf/S) et . The commutative perfect algebraic group schemes killed by some power of p form an abelian subcategory G of S which is closed under extensions. Let G ∈ G . The identity component G • of G has a finite composition series whose quotients are isomorphic to G 
X , and so defines a homomorphism
The sheaf ν m (i) on X et is defined to be the kernel of
Assume that f is proper. The sheaves R i f * ν m (r) lie in G . When m = 1, this is proved in Milne 1976, 2.7 , and the general case follows by induction on m. Following Milne 1986, p.309, we define
The functor M M F
For a complex M of graded R-modules, we define
we get an exact sequence 0 →R
of graded R-modules (Ekedahl 1985, III, 1.5.1, p.90 
(isomorphisms of graded R-modules; ibid. I, 5.9.3ii, p.78). Now (30) gives a canonical isomorphism
(ibid. I, 1.5.4(i), p.90), which explains the notation. Note that 
The functor M M
In this way, we get an R • -module
Cf. Illusie and Raynaud 1983 IV, 3.6 .3. 
• is a pro-étale group scheme over k with
Cf. (5.5) below. EXAMPLE 4.3. Let M be an elementary graded R-module of type II. Then 1 − F :
• is bijective for i = 0, and it is surjective with kernel canonically isomorphic to G pf a for i = 1 (Illusie and Raynaud 1983, IV, 3.7, p.195) . PROPOSITION 4.4. Let M be a coherent graded R-module. For each i, the map 1−F :
• is surjective, and its kernel
There is an exact sequence
with U i a connected unipotent perfect algebraic group of dimension T i−1 (M) and D i the profiniteétale group corresponding to the natural representation of Gal(k/k) 
PROOF. When M is an elementary graded R-module, the proposition is proved in the two examples. The proof can be extended to all coherent graded R-modules by using Illusie and Raynaud 1983, IV 3.10, 3.11, p.196 . ✷ COROLLARY 4.5. Let M be a coherent graded R-module, and let
is a finitely generated Z p -module, and
F⊗σ . Now the statement follows from (1.14).
It derives to a functor RΓ(S
For a coherent graded R-module M, the system M • depends only on the projective
PROPOSITION 4.6. The following diagram commutes:
The functor (−) F on the top row (resp. bottom row) is that defined in (35) (resp. (29). In other words,
PROOF. This follows directly from the definitions and the isomorphism (32, 33)
, and let r ∈ Z. For each j, there is an exact sequence
with U j a connected unipotent perfect algebraic group of dimension T r−1, j−r and D j the profiniteétale group corresponding to the natural representation of
PROOF. Apply (4.4) to H j (M(r)) with i = 0.
is finitely generated, and
Here H r (H j (M)) is the E r, j 2 term in the slope spectral sequence for M.
PROOF. Apply (4.5) to H j (M).
✷
The functors RH om
Then RH om is a bifunctor
(denoted by RHom R in Ekedahl 1986, p.11, except that he allows graded homomorphisms of any degree).
PROOF. From (4.6) with P = RHom(M, N), we find that
The first is a Z p -module, the second is a coherent graded R-module, and the third is an object of G • . From (27) and (37) we get spectral sequences
For example, it follows from (26) that
(see Illusie 1983, 2.6.3.4 ). In particular,
The proof of the main theorem
Throughout this section, Γ is a profinite group isomorphic toẐ, and γ is a topological generator for Γ. For a Γ-module M, the kernel and cokernel of 1 − γ : M → M are denoted by M Γ and M Γ respectively.
Elementary preliminaries
Let [S] denote the cardinality of a set S. For a homomorphism f : M → N of abelian groups, we let
when both cardinalities are finite.
LEMMA 5.1. Let M be a finitely generated Z p -module with an action of Γ, and let f : M Γ → M Γ be the map induced by the identity map on M. Then z( f ) is defined if and only if 1 is not a multiple root of the minimum polynomial γ on M, in which case M Γ has rank equal to the multiplicity of 1 as an eigenvalue of γ on M Q p and
where (a i ) i∈I is the family of eigenvalues of γ on M Q p .
PROOF. Elementary and easy.
LEMMA 5.2. Consider a commutative diagram
• is a bounded complex of abelian groups and each column is a short exact sequence (in particular, the g's are injective and the h's are surjective). The cohomology groups H j (A • ) are all finite if and only if the numbers z( f j ) are all defined, in which case
PROOF. Because h j−1 is surjective, g j maps the image of f j−1 into the image of d j−1 . Because g j+1 is injective and h j is surjective, h j maps the kernel of d j onto the kernel of f j . The snake lemma applied to
gives an exact sequence
Therefore H j (A • ) is finite if and only if Coker( f j−1 ) and Ker( f j ) are both finite, in which case
On combining these statements for all j, we obtain the lemma.
✷
Cohomological preliminaries
Let Λ be a finite ring, and let ΛΓ be the group ring. For a Λ-module M, we let M * denote the corresponding co-induced module. Thus M * consists of the locally constant maps f : Γ → M and τ ∈ Γ acts on f according to the rule (τ f )(σ ) = f (σ τ). When M is a discrete Γ-module, there is an exact sequence
in which the first map sends m ∈ M to the map σ → σ m and the second map sends
The class of co-induced ΛΓ-modules is F-injective, and so (38) defines isomorphisms 
in D + (Z p ) where X = (R lim ← − )(X ) and X 1−γ −→ X is a double complex with X as both its zeroth and first column. From (40), we get a long exact sequence
If (M m ) m is a Λ • Γ-module satisfying the Mittag-Leffler condition, then
which has a canonical element θ , namely, that mapping γ to 1. We can regard θ as an element of
Thus, for X in D + (Λ • Γ), we obtain maps
The second map is described explicitly by the following map of double complexes:
For all j, the following diagram commutes
where d j = H j (Rθ ) and the vertical maps are those in (41). The sequence
is a complex because Rθ • Rθ = 0.
Review of F-isocrystals
5.3. Let λ be a nonnegative rational number, and write λ = s/r with r, s ∈ N, r > 0, (r, s) = 1. Define E λ to be the
When k is algebraically closed, every F-isocrystal is semisimple, and the simple Fisocrystals are exactly the E λ with λ ∈ Q ≥0 . Therefore an F-isocrystal has a unique (slope)
with V λ a sum of copies of E λ . See Demazure 1972, IV. When k is merely perfect, the decomposition (44) ofV is stable under Gal(k/k), and so arises from a (slope) decomposition of V . In other words, V = λ V λ with V λ =V λ . If λ = r/s with r, s as above, then V λ is the largest K-submodule of V such that F r V λ = p s V λ .
The F-isocrystal V λ is called the part of V with slope λ , and {λ | V λ = 0} is the set of slopes of V .
Let
of an endomorphism α of V lies in Q p [t] . Let k = F q with q = p a , so that F a is an endomorphism of (V, F), and let
According to a theorem of Manin, (ord q (a i )) i∈I is the family of slopes of V . Here ord q is the p-adic valuation onQ p normalized so that ord q (q) = 1. See Demazure 1972, pp.89-90. 5 .5. Let (V, F) be an F-isocrystal over k = F p a , and let λ ∈ N. Let
Then V (λ ) is a Q p -structure on V λ . In other words, V λ has a basis of elements e with the property thatFe = p λ e, and hence
Therefore, as c runs over the eigenvalues of F a on V with ord q (c) = λ , the quotient q λ /c runs over the eigenvalues of γ on V (λ ) ; moreover, c is a multiple root of the minimum polynomial of F a on V λ if and only if q λ /c is a multiple root of the minimum polyomial of γ on V (λ ) . See Milne 1986, 5.3. 5.6 . Let (V, F ) be an F-isocrystal over k = F p a . If F a is a semisimple endomorphism of V (as a K-vector space), then End(V, F ) is semisimple, because it is a Q p -form of the centralizer of F a in End(V ); it follows that (V, F) is semisimple. Conversely, if (V, F) is semisimple, then F a is semisimple, because it lies in the centre of the semisimple algebra End(V, F ). Let V and V ′ be nonzero F-isocrystals; then V ⊗V ′ is semisimple if and only if both V and V ′ are semisimple.
A preliminary calculation
In this subsection, k is the finite field F q with q = p a , and Γ = Gal(k/k). We take the Frobenius element x → x q to be the generator γ of Γ. RHom(M, N) , and let r ∈ Z. For each j, let 
in which U j is a connected unipotent perfect algebraic group of dimension T r−1, j−r (P) and D j is a pro-étale group such that D j (k) is a finitely generated Z p -module and
(see 4.7, 4.8). The map 1 − γ : U j (k) → U j (k) is surjective because it isétale and U j is connected. On applying the snake lemma to
and using that the first vertical arrow is surjective, we obtain the upper and lower rows of the following exact commutative diagram
Because U j has a composition series whose quotients are isomorphic to
On the other hand, it follows from (5.5) that the eigenvalues of γ acting on D j (k) Q p are the quotients q r /a j,l with ord q (a j,l ) = r. Therefore, (5.1) and (5.5) show that z( f ′′ j ) is defined if and only if the minimum polynomial of F a on H j (sP) K does not have q r as a multiple root, in which case
where the product is over the a j,l such that ord q (a j,l ) = r but a j,l = q r . Note that
where both products are over all a j,l satisfying the conditions. The snake lemma applied to (46) shows z( f j ) is defined if and only if both z( f ′ j ) and z( f ′′ j ) are defined, in which case
The proposition now follows.
✷
Definition of the complex E(M, N(r))
Recall (4.9) that the bifunctor
factors canonically through
where N(r) ). For an algebraically closed base field k, RF(X ) = X , and so, for a general k, X = R Hom(M,N(r)). Now let k be F q with q = p a . With X as in the last paragraph, the sequence (41) gives us short exact sequences
Moreover, (43) becomes a complex
This is the unique complex for which the following diagram commutes,
(the vertical maps are those in (47) and the maps f j are induced by the identity map).
The zeta function Z(P,t) of P is the alternating product of the characteristic polynomials of F a acting on the isocrystals H j (sP) K :
Proof of Theorem 0.1
We first note that the condition on the minimum polynomial of F a implies that the minimum polynomial of γ on H j (sPK) (r) does not have 1 as a multiple root (see 5.5). Let Theorem 2.9 completes the proof.
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Applications to algebraic varieties
Throughout, S = Spec(k) where k is perfect field of characteristic p > 0.
Recall that the zeta function of an algebraic variety X over a finite field F q is defined to be the formal power series Z(X ,t) ∈ Q [[t] ] such that log(Z(X ,t)) = ∑ n>0 N n t n n , N n = #(X (F q n )),
and that Dwork (1960) proved that Z(X ,t) ∈ Q(t).
Smooth complete varieties
Let X be a smooth complete variety over a perfect field k, and let 6.4. Rigid cohomology is a Bloch-Ogus theory. In particular, there is a theory of rigid homology and cycle class maps. (Petrequin 2003.) 6.5. Rigid cohomology is a mixed-Weil cohomology theory and hence factors through the triangulated category of complexes of mixed motives. (Cisinski and Déglise 2012a,b) . 6.6. Rigid cohomology satisfies proper cohomological descent (Tsuzuki 2003) .
6.7. Rigid cohomomology (with compact support) can be described in terms of the logarithmic de Rham-Witt cohomology of smooth simplicial schemes (Lorenzon, Mokrane, Tsuzuki, Shiho, Nakkajima) . We explain this below. 6.9. When k is finite, the F-isocrystals H i rig (X ) and H i rig,c (X ) are mixed; in particular, the eigenvalues of Φ = F a are Weil numbers.
The functors X H i
rig (X ) and X H i rig,c (X ) arise from functors to D b iso (K σ [F]), which we denote h rig (X ) and h rig,c (X ) respectively.
Varieties with log structure
Endow S with a fine log structure, and let X be a complete log-smooth log variety of Cartier type over S (Kato 1989) . In this situation, Lorenzon (2002, Theorem 3 
Smooth varieties
Let V = X E be the complement of a divisor with normal crossings E in a smooth complete variety X of dimension n, and let m X be the canonical log structure on X defined by E, m X = { f ∈ O X | f is invertible outside E} (Kato 1989, 1.5) . Then (X , m X ) is log-smooth (ibid. §3). 
